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Good afternoon. You know there is a vitality and a self-

confidence about Dallas which I have always found invigorating. 

So I have regularly dropped hints to Bob McTeer about inviting me 

to come here. As you know, Bob is a quick study, and once he got 

NAFTA passed, he asked me to come to this conference. It is 

great to be back in Texas and I hope there will be many more 

times in the future. 

My comments today are my own and not necessarily those of 

the Board of Governors. 

This conference isn't about today; it's about the future. 

It's about re-inventing government and how that is likely to 

impact the banking industry. Actually, I had hoped you might 

have had a bit more time to digest your lunch before I spoke, 

because I want to speak to you about two initiatives of the 

Administration which, if put into law and regulation, could have 

a profound effect on banking as we know it and perhaps give some 

of you a queasy stomach. These initiatives, wrapped in the cloak 
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of efficiency and represented as enlightened public policy, are, 

in fact, designed to capture the entire banking system and place 

it under the supervision of a politically controlled board. This 

would enable any President, through the rule-making authority of 

this new agency, to use the banks for social engineering purposes 

without benefit of statute. 

The attack on the banking system is from two directions. 

The frontal assault is an attempt to restructure the bank 

regulatory apparatus at the federal level. 

-o-

Actually, modernization of the present balkanized, obsolete 

and ponderous system is long overdue. The Federal Reserve shares 

with the Congress and the Administration a desire for reform and 

a sense that the time is ripe. Where we part company is on the 

issue of how best to achieve reform and where we want to come out 

at the end of the day. 

The Treasury, under the banner of reinventing government, 

has proposed to kidnap the entire banking system. Their program, 

submitted to the Congress last Tuesday, calls for combining the 

regulatory, supervisory and examining functions of the Office of 

the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation, the Office of thrift Supervision and the Federal 

Reserve System in one giant agency to be called the Federal 

Banking Commission. This "independent" agency would be directed 

by a five-person board which would include the Secretary of the 

Treasury and a Member of the Board of Governors of the Federal 

Reserve System. There would be three other directors, all 

appointed by the President, one of whom would be designated as 
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the Chairman and CEO whose term would be nearly co-terminus with 

that of the President. The other two direct Presidential 

appointees would have five-year terms and one of them would have 

to be from another political party. Although the new agency 

would not be an arm of the Treasury or any other government 

department, it doesn't take much imagination to see that the 

structure of the board and the term of its members give any 

President clear control. 

Some of the proponents of this plan have publicly stated 

that a single regulator would assure more diligent enforcement of 

the myriad of consumer protection laws governing banking 

practices. That kind of comment tips us off to the other line of 

attack. Banks are being beset on the flank by efforts to 

transform the Community Reinvestment Act — CRA — into a system 

of mandatory credit and resource allocation with cease and desist 

orders and civil money penalties as the price for noncompliance. 

This re-invention of CRA was undertaken in response to a 

Presidential request to re-vamp CRA enforcement to eliminate 

unnecessary paperwork and put more emphasis on lending in 

minority and low- and moderate-income neighborhoods. These were 

certainly admirable goals which were enthusiastically embraced by 

all of us who believe in CRA as sound public policy and who have 

recognized that its enforcement in the recent past has often 

concentrated more on form than substance. 

But, oh my!, the proposal now out for public comment, which 

was drafted by the regulatory agencies, has little relation to 

the President's request for reduced record keeping since it 

imposes new reporting requirements on banks which will add 
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tremendously to regulatory burden. In addition, it proposes 

standards for bank lending and branch locations which are blatant 

attempts to allocate credit and resources. Congress in its 

wisdom over the years has assiduously avoided credit allocation, 

even in fervent pursuit of its most cherished causes. The 

current proposal is an outright administrative contravention of 

the historic intent of Congress. One might also argue 

successfully that since the Community Reinvestment Act does not 

provide for the imposition of fines or other punitive measures 

for noncompliance, inclusion of such measures in the current 

proposal is without foundation in statute. 

Putting more definition into compliance standards for CRA is 

certainly desirable. It would help bankers manage the compliance 

of their organizations and it would help examiners to have better 

defined standards for compliance examinations. I would contend, 

however, that both of those desirable goals can be achieved by 

less draconian measures than those presently proposed. 

The most sensitive nerve-ends in the current proposal relate 

to the imposition of quantitative market share standards for CRA 

lending; a requirement that banks have branches which are readily 

accessible convenient to customers in low- and moderate-income 

neighborhoods; and the possible imposition of cease and desist 

orders and civil money penalties for banks found to be 

substantially not in compliance. 

A quantitative lending test based on market share is clearly 

intended to allocate credit and is highly questionable from a 

public policy point of view. Perhaps equally important, the 

scramble to make loans in a defined market in order to reach 
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market-share compliance requirements could result in safety and 

soundness deterioration. After all, the classic way to move 

market share is to offer a better deal. In marketing loans, 

unless I have missed something in a 35-year banking career, a 

better deal means any or all of the following: Lower interest 

rates, better terms, or relaxed credit standards. Any one of 

those, carried to an extreme could create safety and soundness 

problems. A combination of all three is a formula for disaster. 

There is already anecdotal evidence from one or two 

metropolitan areas that banks are paying bounties to anyone who 

refers a successful minority or low or moderate income loan 

applicant. In anticipation of the proposed regulation being 

adopted finally, banks are apparently already playing the numbers 

game to get loans on the books. If that sort of behavior is 

widespread, I smell trouble down the road. 

The proposed imposition of an obligation that banks have 

branches readily accessible to low- and moderate-income customers 

is certainly an attempt to allocate bank resources and has a 

questionable relationship to the extension of credit. Modern 

lending techniques do not require a branch facility either to 

solicit business, take applications or service the customer. 

Automated teller machines provide access to cash and deposit 

facilities which are probably more efficient than a branch from 

the customer's point of view in any case. A standard of 

convenience and need related to branch location is a reversion to 

standards of 25 years ago. Technology has made those standards 

completely obsolete. Most banks today are shrinking their branch 

networks, not in abandonment of markets, but because there are 
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other more efficient ways to distribute services than through 

brick and mortar branches. 

The proposed imposition of punitive measures for substantial 

noncompliance raises legal questions since the Community 

Reinvestment Act itself contains no provision for noncompliance 

penalties other than the implied authority for regulators to turn 

down applications from institutions with unsatisfactory CRA 

records. It seems obvious that the inclusion of cease and desist 

and civil money penalty authority in the proposal is designed to 

force the proposed allocation of credit and resources in 

furtherance of social engineering goals. 

As a matter of public policy, I have grave concerns over 

that course of action. The purposes for which CRA was enacted 

are eminently sound. Banks do have a moral obligation to meet 

the credit needs of the communities in which they operate. Over 

the years since CRA enactment, the Federal Reserve has developed 

programs and conferences and publications designed to encourage 

banks to take an aggressive stance in community lending. The 

Federal Reserve emphasis has been that it can be good, profitable 

business when done the right way and the incentive ought to be 

profitable opportunity rather than avoidance of costly penalties. 

I think our approach has worked. Banks all over the country have 

sponsored programs of lending that have channeled billions of 

dollars into cities like New York, Philadelphia, Boston, 

Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Houston and 

many others. In addition, banks in smaller cities and rural 

areas have learned how to meet the specialized needs of their 

communities with safe and sound lending programs. It has always 
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seemed to me that positive incentives like profitability and 

economic development are better than fear of retribution and 

fines. 

But, enough about the flank attack from the CRA quarter. 

Let's turn back to the frontal attack under the rubric of 

regulatory reform. 

The Treasury proposal to combine all of the federal bank 

regulatory functions in a single new Federal Banking Commission 

is seriously flawed in my opinion. 

The idea of a monopoly regulator for the entire banking 

system almost assures a too restrictive regulatory environment — 

one which would be likely to stifle innovation and so limit risk 

taking that there could be serious negative impact on the 

economy. A single regulator, with no other responsibilities, 

would tend to want to eliminate bank failures and consequently 

limit risk taking in the industry to the point that it would shut 

off the flow of credit. 

A single regulator which would have state-chartered banks as 

well as national banks under its rule-making authority would 

inevitably have the tendency to blur the distinction between a 

national bank charter and a state bank charter, spelling the 

eventual demise of the dual banking system which has served the 

country well for 131 years. In any case, banks would no longer 

have a choice of federal regulators and no way to escape from 

over-restrictive regulatory policies by changing charters. 

The Treasury proposal removes all rule making and most 

supervisory and examination functions from the Fed. We believe 

that hands-on involvement in supervision, rule making and 
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examinations over a broad spectrum of banking organizations is 

essential to enable the Federal Reserve to discharge its 

responsibility for the integrity of the payments system, the 

operation of the window, as lender of last resort, and the 

central player in crisis management when there is an accident in 

the financial system which might destabilize the system. 

Putting the entire banking system under one agency that is 

at least potentially more vulnerable to political manipulation 

does not appear to me to be good public policy. 

A better approach would be to have two regulators at the 

federal level. This could most directly be accomplished by 

merging the OTS and the OCC, thus combining the two agencies 

presently responsible for federally chartered institutions. The 

second step would be to transfer responsibility for state-

chartered nonmember banks from the FDIC to the Federal Reserve 

which already has oversight of state member banks. This would 

reduce the number of federal regulators from four to two and 

strongly underscore the importance of the dual banking system by 

having one federal regulator for federally chartered banks and a 

separate one for state-chartered banks. 

Because there is a small group of 30 to 40 banking 

organizations which are so large and have such reach to their 

operations that they are special, both agencies should have some 

degree of oversight. This could be accomplished by joint 

examination of the parent holding companies and the lead banks. 

In all other cases, duplicative examination and overlapping 

supervision could be eliminated by giving top-to-bottom 
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supervision and examination authority to the regulator of the 

lead bank. Our proposal has the following advantages. 

It avoids over-restrictive and stultifying rule making 

by a monopoly regulator. 

It provides strong support for the dual banking system 

at the federal level. 

It maintains a role in bank supervision critical to the 

Federal Reserve's needs. 

It provides choice of federal regulator to banks. 

It reduces federal regulators from four to two. 

With the exception of a small special group of banks, 

it assures one examiner per banking organization. 

It maintains a healthy dynamic tension between two 

agencies in rule making. 

What does all of this add up to in the future of banking. 

In a word, BEWARE. Historically, banks have had to keep a 

weather eye on Congress to identify threats. It has been Congress 

which has held the existence of the federal safety net as a 

rationale for regulating banks and using their shareholders' 

capital for social engineering purposes. But there is a new 

challenge on the horizon. It comes from this Administration 

which, if it can consolidate regulatory power over the entire 

banking system in an agency which it can control, can use the 

banking system to implement its social programs with no effect on 

the federal budget. 

In the immediate future, I hope that comments from the 

industry and community groups will enable us to revamp the CRA 

proposal to make it more responsive to the President's original 
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request and, at the same time, more consistent with a market-

based banking system. On the regulatory front, we remain 

strongly opposed to the one-regulator proposal, and would argue 

just as strongly against it even if it was being proposed that 

the Federal Reserve be the single regulator. We believe our 

proposal is a workable alternative and a much better public 

policy solution. We will be working with the Congress and 

hopefully with the Treasury to find a satisfactory solution. 
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